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-

Log in and explore the interface

-

The following buttons (i.e. analyses) are available

in the A
 ction Bar:
a. Distribution: number of documents per day or year (depending on the
granularity of the corpus).
b. Geographical: map with the geographical distribution of the documents
according to their place of publication

(Document metadata) and map of the
geo-political entities automatically extracted from the documents with a
named entity recognizer

(Cited Geonames).
c. Lemma Search: one or more lemmas of nouns, verbs and adjective can be
searched. Lemmas should be separated by a space. Lemmatization and
part-of-speech tagging are automatically performed.
d. Full Text Search: search for words and expressions made by more than one
word. For an exact match, use double quotes (e.g. “peace” / “world war”).
Avoid double quotes to search for substrings

(e.g. searching for p
 eace will
retrieve also peaceful). Searching for words/expressions in double quotes
separated by a space corresponds to an AND operation (e.g. the search
"nuclear" "atomic" retrieves the documents containing both words).
e. Keywords: key-concepts automatically extracted from the corpus.
f. Persons: proper names of persons mentioned in the corpus and extracted
with a named entity recognizer. Persons' names are clustered in a
semi-automatic

way (see Entity Management button below).
g. Network: persons co-occurrence network automatically extracted from the
corpus. This analysis is based on the idea that two persons who tend to be
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mentioned together in a corpus share some commonality or relation from the
author’s perspective.
h. Co-Occurrences: search for expressions, persons’ names, geonames, nouns,
adjectives and verbs that appear in the context of a given word (or a
sequence of words).
i. Entity Management - NOT FULLY AVAILABLE IN THE DEMO VERSION:
remove wrongly identified persons’ names and cluster persons' names
(putting “Rockefeller” and “Nelson Rockefeller” under the same person entity
“Nelson Rockefeller”) using an agglomerative and flat algorithm and a GUI for
manual revision. Clusters and changes performed here are instantly stored in
the database

thus the analyses available under the P
 ersons and Network
buttons are updated on the fly.
-

Click on a corpus in the Corpus Bar : documents are listed on the left, the Distribution
widget opens on the right. The list of documents on the left is updated every time a
search is performed and/or an interactive visualization is manipulated.

-

ALL widgets contain a horizontal time slider and one or more visualizations. All
visualizations (with the only exception of word clouds) are interactive. Line charts, as
in the figure below, can be zoomed in by choosing a specific time span (thus moving
the start/end point of the time slider) or by clicking and dragging the chart itself.
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Each button in the Action Bar opens the corresponding widget. Widgets can be
closed before starting a new action. Alternatively widgets can be arranged one under
the other or one next to the other so as to perform a visual comparison of the results.
Possible comparisons can be performed to display::
a. the same action on the same corpus (e.g. two Distribution widgets for the
“Kennedy” corpus, one zoomed in to September 1960 and one zoomed in to
October 1960);
b. different actions on the same corpus (e.g.) Distribution and Geographical
widgets for the “Kennedy” corpus;
c. different actions on two different corpora (e.g. Lemma Search for the
“Kennedy” corpus and Full Text Search for the “Nixon” corpus);
d. same action but on two different corpora (e.g. one Geographical widget for
the “Kennedy” corpus and one G
 eographical widget for the “Nixon” corpus,
see Figure below).
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-

.
The widgets of Keywords and Persons present the same type of visualization. The
slider under the word cloud can be used to increase the number of
keywords/persons’ names shown in the word cloud and in the bar chart. Bars in the
chart can be clicked to see how the relevance of the selected keyword changes over
time: this distribution is displayed in a line chart above the time slider. The search
field allows to search for a specific keyword/persons’ name: suggestions are
proposed and can be selected from a top-down menu.

The Network widget shows co-occurring persons’ names. Depending on the
computer speed, this analysis can take few minutes when it is run for the first time.
Many options are available to reduce the network complexity. All changes made to
these options modify the network on the fly:
a. Add Links/ Remove Links: show and hide edges between nodes;
b. Sentences/Tokens: change the co-occurrence window type;
c. Range: co-occurrence window width, i.e. number of sentences/tokens;
d. Threshold: minimal number of co-occurrences;
e. Animated: stop the animation;
f. Hide Unlinked Nodes: remove isolated nodes, i.e. nodes with no connections.
g. Time slider: select a specific time span or point in time.

Selecting one or more nodes, all documents containing the corresponding persons’ names
are retrieved and listed in the file bar on the left.
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Co-Occurrence widget allows to search for words, expressions, persons’ names and
geo-names that appear in the context of a given word(s). Co-occurrences are
displayed as a network with the central node being the word(s) of interest. The size
of the surrounding nodes reflects the frequency of each co-occurrence. Nodes are
clickable so to retrieve documents containing the co-occurrence. The following
options are available:
a. Range: co-occurrence window width, i.e. number of words (from 1 to 60);
b. Before/Both/After: search only in the right context or in the left context, or
both;
c. Expressions: extract co-occurring expressions with specific part-of-speech
patterns (e.g. verb+noun);
d. Persons: extract co-occurring persons’ names;
e. Geonames: extract co-occurring names of geo-political entities;
f. Nouns/Verbs/Adjectives: extract only nouns, verbs or adjectives co-occurring
with the word(s) of interest.
g. Colorize: color the nodes on the basis of the frequency of each co-occurrence
(Dimension) or on the basis of the sentiment conveyed by the co-occurring
word(s) (Polarity: red is negative, green is positive and yellow is neutral).

-

Several actions (NOT AVAILABLE IN THE DEMO VERSION) can be performed
using the Person Management widget:
a. Add New Cluster: create a cluster of persons’ names after selecting two or
more names in the list on the left. To select a name, just click on it;
b. Disable Entities: deactivate in the database a name wrongly identified as a
name of person;
c. Enable Entities: activate again a name previously disabled;
d. Automatic Clustering: run an algorithm performing the clustering of persons’
names;
e. Remove Cluster: delete a cluster without disabling names contained in it;
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f. Rename Cluster: change the name of a cluster;
g. Clear Clusters: remove all clusters.

Names grouped together through clustering can be visualized on the left hand side of the
widget by clicking on a cluster (i.e. a box on the right). THIS FUNCTION IS AVAILABLE
ALSO IN THE DEMO VERSION.

-

In every moment it is possible to read a single document by clicking on its title in the
file list. Three analyses and the corresponding visualizations are available at the
document level:
a. Keywords: bar chart with the 20 most relevant key-concepts automatically
extracted from the document;
b. Persons: bar chart with all persons’ names automatically extracted from the
document;
c. Sentiment: a gauge with the overall sentiment value of the document
calculated as the sum of all the polarity scores assigned to the single words in
the document.
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